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download Non c' quasi nessun altro veicolo che abbia caratterizzato il paesaggio urbano tedesco

tanto quanto la serie Lions City di MAN. I giocatori possono ora godersi l'autobus a pianale ribassato
sul proprio PC. L'add-on MAN Citybus Series per OMSI 2 contiene l'berlandwagen A20, il veicolo

singolo A21, l'articolato A223 e la versione lunga 15 metri dell'A26. This free update introduces a
series of improvements to the city bus simulator game and the VDV cockpits:1. The pilot can open
the doors and lie in his pilot seat and start the bus or back into the driving seat to drive out of the
bus depot.2. The driving seats, passenger seats and interior are now sturdier and will no longer be
affected by the slippy ride.3. All buses now have the correct number of seats which are also spaced
correctly.4. The rubber gaiter of all buses have the correct animation when turning. The tyres rolling
off the road on the railway platform in game mode now perform as in reality. (I cannot test all buses,
if you know that a bus has a problem, please contact us via OMSI 2 website support).5. The weather
has been improved, especially in winter, the ising in summer is now more realistic.6. Gasoline now
uses more realistic pricing. So the prices of the oil machines, the driving stations, and gas stations
have been increased and the difference in prices between them is larger.7. Driving is more realistic
and quicker, i.e. stopping is quicker.8. Lighting is improved, especially at night.9. The map has been
improved, it is now much easier to locate the city and map your routes.10. Engine and brake noises

have been significantly improved, also the headlights and windscreen wipers.11. The AI
improvements improve the behaviour and switching.
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